
Bob is a young dentist

L aggettivo attributivo 6.1

Rewrite the sentences like the example

es  Bob is a dentist. he is young

2  Sarah is a teacher. she is English

3  She is an teacher. she is a clever

4  There is a book on the table. it is interesting

5  It is a spy film. It is exciting

6  There is a chair in my bedroom. It is comfortable

7  There is a cushion on my sofà. It is soft

8  He is a singer. He is popular

Soluzioni:

(1) Bob is a young dentist (2) Sarah is an English teacher (3) She is a clever teacher (4) There is an interesting book on the
table (5) It is an exciting spy film (6) There is a comfortable chair in my bedroom (7) There is a soft cushion on my sofà (8) He
is a popular singer 
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high

L aggettivo attributivo 6.2

Fill each space in these sentences with an appropriate adjective from the list: great largest latest weak thin last natural
large

es  There were some ………… cliffs beside the sea.

2  The road was coverei with a …………. Layer of ice.

3  Who was the ………… person to see the girl alive?

4  This car is the …………. Model and much better than the previous one.

5  The bridge is much too ……… for all those trucks.

6  It’s …………… for a child af his age to want his mother.

7  I’d love to visit the …………… Wall of China.

8  The T-shirt comes in small, medium and ………….. large.

9  Glasgow is the …………….. city in Scotland but I prefer Edinburgh.

10  Rembrandt was one of the ………….. painters who ever lived.

Soluzioni:

(1) high (2) thin (3) last (4) latest (5) weak (6) natural (7) great (8) large (9) largest (10) greatest 
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The ex-prisoner is filled with remorse for what she has done.

L aggettivo attributivo 6.3

Write sentences with the words given

es  done ex-prisoner filled for has is remorse she The what with 

2  feel free if need phone Please the to to use you 

3  any completely devoid habitationhuman landscape of of sign The was 

4  absolutely I certain I'd it left on table the was 

5  a are buildings callapse earthquake in liable strong These to 

6  be better finish I’m inclined it laterthat think this to to would 

7  accompanied by elect outgoing President President The the was 

8  are concerned implications new of policy political the the Those very with worried

Soluzioni:

(1) The ex-prisoner is filled with remorse for what she has done. (2) Please feel free to use the phone if you need to. (3) The
landscape was completely devoid of any sign of human habitation. (4) I was absolutely certain I'd left it on the table. (5)
These buildings are liable to callapse in a strong earthquake. (6) I'm inclined to think that it would be better to finish this
later. (7) The outgoing President was accompanied by the President-elect. (8) Those concerned with the political
implications of the new policy are very worried. 
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